Based on the CAT-2011 result declared by the Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs) and the GD/PI conducted by FMS, the following candidates belonging to General Category have been provisionally empanelled for admission to MBA (Full-Time) programme of the Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi for the academic year 2012-2014, subject to the conditions as under:

1. They should produce the original marks-sheets relating to the first-degree examination to satisfy the minimum eligibility conditions as prescribed for the course.

2. The candidate should produce relevant documents in support of their age, qualifications and marks obtained in various examinations right from school until final degree examination.

3. The reserved category candidates will have to produce the required certificates (in original), on the basis of which they are seeking admission issued by the appropriate and competent authority.

4. The candidates must submit four stamp-size photographs at the time of payment of fees. Photographs need not to be attested, but the name of the candidate should be written in block letters at the back. The photographs should be submitted in a small envelope bearing the name of the candidate.

5. They should satisfy such other requirements as prescribed by the University.

6. The candidate should deposit the required fees of Rs.11,000/- approx. to the office during the period from June 19, 2012 to June 25, 2012, failing which their admission shall be cancelled.

S.No. | Form No. | CAT Regn. No. | FMS Regn. No. | Name of the Candidate | Category
---|---|---|---|---|---
138 | 547 | SR7599787 | FMS7015960 | Piyush Dwivedi | General
139 | 597 | SR7483957 | FMS7017313 | Anish Nambisan | General
140 | 851 | SR7483486 | FMS7022735 | Rohit Mishra | General
141 | 1070 | SR7529705 | FMS7030339 | Rahul Dua | General